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MULTIPAGE TESTING INCREASES CONVERSIONS ACROSS LANDING PAGES.

Customer Story: VacationRoost

Travel Site Revamps Landing 
Pages to Maximize Revenue

VacationRoost’s main objective is to 

drive visitors into the site’s search results 

pages, which can be accessed directly 

from each landing page. According to 

Ryan Hutchings, VacationRoost’s director 

of online marketing, customers who enter 

search result pages are three to four times 

more likely to convert than those who 

don’t advance into search. 

“Our goal is always to say – how quickly 

can we get somebody into viewing 

properties in search results? We know that 

the conversion rate significantly increases 

when they do that. Any page that acts as 

an entry point into that funnel should have 

the highest possible CTR in order to rise 

the overall conversion rate on the entire 

site,” explains Ryan. 

Ryan’s vision is to maximize conversions 

on each of these landing pages. Using 

Optimizely, he built and executed a plan to 

tackle this goal.

HYPOTHESIS: Ryan believed that two par-

ticular groups would provide the biggest 

conversion lift quickly – 1.) The company’s 

top performing landing pages – those that 

had already had the least friction and the 

most motivation for the customer to jump 

into on-page search results. 2.) Landing 

pages which could be optimized in groups, 

such as similar “Destination” or “Property” 

pages. Ryan calls these groups the “low 

hanging fruit”.  

Overview: 
CUSTOMER:  

Ryan hypothesized that optimizing 

VacationRoosts’s “low-hanging fruit” pages 

first would provide his team results quickly 

– helping them better understand what 

changes to test and implement across other 

pages on the site.

TEST: Ryan used Optimizely to test 

VacationRoosts’s “low hanging fruit” pages 

through a series of multipage experiments, 

quickly implementing and tracking changes 

across groups of landing pages simultane-

ously. Multipage testing allows users to build 

test variations just once, and then serve up 

that same experience across several pages 

at the same time. 

 

Ryan used an iterative approach – running 

a series of tests and follow-up tests – to 

understand what design elements resonated 

best for site visitors. 

VacationRoost manages multiple travel-lodging websites for visitors searching for 

travel rental properties, destinations, or deals. Visitors to these sites typically enter 

the VacationRoost online experience through a targeted landing page based on the 

location they are traveling to or the type of rental property they are searching for. 

CHALLENGE: Increase CTR of Landing Page

We’re a pretty heavy testing company. 

We use Optimizely for a lot of the 

heavy lifting. It’s ideal because we can 

really get velocity and turn results 

around in a short amount of time.

RYAN HUTCHINGS
DIRECTOR OF ONLINE MARKETING, VACATIONROOST

WEBSITE: 

www.vacationroost.com 

ABOUT: VacationRoost Inc. is one 
of the largest online wholesalers 
of vacation rentals across North 
America. They operate over 20 
different websites that market 
vacation  rentals. Unique, 
professionally managed vacation 
rentals at great rates are their 
specialty. 

GOAL: Strategically optimize 
landing pages for greater CTRs 
into vital parts of the sales funnel.
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ORIGINAL LANDING PAGE OPTIMIZED LANDING PAGE Among the changes tested were: 

 l Security seals and logos

 l Call-to-action button color and copy

 l Content length and format

 l Number of calls-to-action displayed

 l Search filter options

Across each test, Ryan tracked two 

primary goals – click-throughs to 

VacationRoost’s search results pages, and 

bounce rates, measured through pageview 

goals and Google Analytics.

RESULTS: Testing with Optimizely provided 

a number of valuable customer insights 

that Ryan was able apply across the 

company’s landing pages – increasing 

conversions across the board. 

 l Security seals and logos boosted user  

engagement  

 l Large, orange CTA button provided the big-

gest lift in conversions 

 l Longer pages won most of the time—more 

content, personalization, and security seals all 

decreased bounce rates and increased CTR 

 l Increasing click options (multiple CTA but-

tons and text links) increased the number of 

users who entered the funnel  

 l Adding mini-filters or search options to pages 

increased engagement 

 l TEST...AND THEN ITERATE. VacationRoost made an art of iterative testing – test-

ing large-scale design changes followed up by more granular, subtle revisions like 

CTA copy or security seal placement. This mix of testing “big” and “small” elements 

helped Ryan hone in on the best possible design to drive the most revenue from 

VacationRoost’s landing pages. 

 l FOR FAST RESULTS, TEST TO HIGHLY TRAFFICKED PAGES. By focusing on landing pages 

that already drove solid traffic and those that were easy to test as a group, Ryan and 

VacationRoost were able to make changes and gain quantifiable results quickly.  

 l TEST ACROSS MULTIPLE PAGES AT ONCE. For a website with many similar pages 

(product pages, landing pages, etc.) it often makes sense to test the same experiment 

across each page to ensure site visitors’ enter consistent experiences across your site. 

Multipage testing also helps you make sitewide changes quickly. In Ryan’s case, for 

example, it also helped test and lift conversions across many pages on the site all at once. 

See Optimizely in action. Schedule a demo today.

www.optimizely.com/demo
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TESTING TAKEAWAYS:

About Optimizely:

Optimizely is a world-class website 

optimization platform that enables 

users with and without technical 

expertise to make dynamic changes 

to their websites, test the variations 

to live traffic, gather immediate 

results and start achieving goals. 

Optimizely helps more than 6,000 

clients drive more leads, sales and 

conversions through simple website 

testing and optimization. 

6,000+

Optimizely By the Numbers
(As of Oct. 2013) 

customers

2.2 Billion
visitors tested across all customer 
websites

300,000+
experiments run since launch


